
SG50 ART EXHIBITION:
A CELEBRATION OF ART AND DIVERSITY

This pix was taken after a calligraphy session with the kindergarten children (South Hebron ADP, World Vision 
child sponsors trip, June 2014)

But Jesus called the children to him and said, "Let the little children come to me, 
and do not hinder them, for the kingdom of God belongs to such as these.” Luke 
18:16

The paintings are my way of sharing the blessings which I have received with these 
children under World Vision. May they experience the abundant life as Jesus has 
promised in John 10:10.

50% of all proceeds goes towards helping the children. 
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ABOUT



about

A celebration of SG50 amongst friends in support of World Vision communities
 

Many of these paintings were inspired by the rural landscapes that I see in the World Vision communities of 

Bati and Kirivong ADPs, Cambodia (Dec 2010, Dec 2012)

Dhemaji ADP, Assam India (Jan 2012)

Musosolokwe ADP, Kabwe, Zambia (Jul 2013)

Chit Kyin Nar ADP, Myanmar (Nov 2013)

South Hebron ADP, West Bank Gaza (June 2014) 

Yongsheng ADP, Lijiang, China (2015)

This is my fourth exhibition under Gallery@OURF and I am excited to be sharing the exhibition with valued 
friends:  

 
dino pajao, a permanent resident and a filipino watercolor realist artist

eugene soh 蘇有仁,  para table tennis player and artist

stephenie low 罗淑敏,  wealth management and budding calligrapher

sharon ngoi, entrepreneur and budding oil artist

yee jenn jong, entrepreneur, ncmp and random artist

our visually impaired friends from Dialogue in the Dark

assisted by the 71st coy Girls Brigade from Gan Eng Seng School

50% of all proceeds will go towards helping children from World Vision communities from Nepal rebuild 
their homes!  
 

To God be the glory!
感恩:)
educator and social artist
Gallery@OURF, Pin Lay

http://chi.pinlay.com for pix on trips

http://gallery.ourf.sg for pix on art
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I accidentally discovered I can paint when I joined a Chinese ink class at 
Confucius Institute in 2007.

I am thankful to have inherited the artistic genes from my maternal grand-
father, Mr Gan Tiong Huat. I feel connected to my grandfather even 
though I have never met him as he passed away at age 39 during the 
Japanese occupation. In a way, I am repaying the kindness of Mr Gan 
Eng Seng, a pioneer and philanthropist, who adopted my grandfather.

My art and volunteer work with World Vision have been featured in Sin-
gapore’s Chinese Daily Zaobao, Channel 8MediaCorp 前线追综, Radio 
93.8, Next Magazine and i360.

For portfolio for art please go to http://gallery.ourf.sg

ART WORKS BY
CHI PIN LAY
紀濱麗
educator and social artist
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PAINTING #00 
38X38CM

BLACK FRAME AND BLACK 
BORDER WITH GOLD LINING

光耀⼀一⽣生
A TRIBUTE TO MR LEE KUAN YEW 
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PAINTING #1 
Gratitude 恩
Chinese ink on Rice Paper
87cm x 56cm 
SGD$2000
 

Gratitude is my attempt to show my gratitude 感恩 and also appreciation towards the pioneers 
that pave the way for Singapore’s success.
 

The rickshaw driver is pushing his rickshaw forward and in haste, representing a determined and 
positive attitude towards bringing back the bacon to his family. The yellow stroke, represents the 
“Good Morning Towel” or equivalent which is used to wipe away his sweat during the course of 
the day. It is also a tribute to all the pioneers who are able to eat “bitterness” 吃苦。A common 
saying amongst the overseas Chinese is “To succeed in life, learn to eat bitterness”. This fortitude 
helped them to bear hardship and loneliness on foreign shores.*
恩 slightly leaning and smaller, signifies that I am in awe of these pioneers who have helped built 
Singapore to where it is today.
 

Small, random strokes with the words SG50 again depict the celebratory nature of the painting.
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PAINTING 
#2 
福 BLESSING
CHINESE INK ON 
200GM ART PAPER
81.5CM X 64CM

SGD$2000 

 

By playing on the word 福 as a construction piece, I wanted to give credit to the builders of our society, the 
stoic Samsui women who came to Singapore in the early 1900s to work as labourers and earth carriers. 
The Samsui woman depicted in the painting has a purposeful stride.
 

The many small dots and quick strokes are representative of the vibrancy of Singapore as a city state. The 
celebrations that go with SG50 is a significant milestone for our tiny red dot. It also serves to show the peb-
bles and sand have gone a long way to become our impressive skyline in Singapore. The top stroke is rep-
resentative of the roof of Marina Bay Sands, an iconic landmark of Singapore. The left side of 福 repre-
sents the celebratory banners hanging down from the buildings. My wish for Singapore’s 50th birthday is 
that all Singaporeans will aspire to be a blessing to the many foreign sojourners who are helping to build 
our country as well as to be a blessing to the world.
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PAINTING 
#3

家 Home
Chinese ink on 
200 gm Art paper
81.5cm x 64cm 
SGD2000

 

The home 家 is the building block of any society, a place of refuge and strength. This painting is to hon-
our the work of amahs and ma chehs,阿嬷 与妈姐, the domestic helpers in Singapore in the early 20th 
century.  They took a vow of celibacy, did all the household chores as well as looked after children and 
cooked for the family.
 

In this painting, the 2 amahs were on the way to the market and having a casual chat. The mood is colle-
gial and warm. The lively strokes depict the celebratory nature of SG50, a significant milestone in Singa-
pore as the home is where the heart is.
 

The yellow strokes depict the sunny island of Singapore as well as represent how these amahs live their 
lives…..脚踏实地, a grounded and service-oriented approach to living a productive, independent and 
purposeful life.  



I started sponsoring a child in Kirivong, Cambodia 
in 2008. When I first visited Bati, Cambodia in 
2009, I was impressed with what World Vision was 
doing at the ground with the little money I had 
given. From one sponsored child, I now have 6 
and they are from Myanmar, South Hebron, Zam-
bia with the latest being from China and Nepal. 

The following series of paintings are my way of 
showing the good works done by the staff from 
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ART WORKS ON 
ADPS - MYANMAR



World vision as the brush is one way I can help 
capture the essence behind these beautiful peo-
ple. 

The paintings have been inspired by the photos I 
have taken on the child sponsors trip and each 
painting tells a story. 

This painting is about the fisherman, a lovely 
man that helped to raise  his family and improve 
his living conditions through the intervention of 
World Vision in Myanmar.

In many of the communities I visited, know-how 
is taught to the locals so that at the end of the 15 
years or so, the whole community is self-
sustainable.

What particularly impressed me about this fisher-
man was his willingness to dive in and catch live 
fishes for us at a short notice. We were on a 
short visit and he was quick to row his boat to 
the pond and catch some fishes to cook for us!

Unfortunately, we did not manage to stay long 
enough to enjoy the fishes!

“Too little. Too long.

Too much. Too short.

What a pity. If only we can stay.

If only we can eat the fishes he caught. 

A wonderful man. Taught and enabled

By World Vision Myanmar.”
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PAINTING 
#4 

74X56CM

SGD$2000



Dancing leaves.

Fighting chicken.

A cockerel. A hen.

Wonderful poultry.

To feed a family and more.

The painting and poem was in-
spired by how the village life 
took a turn for the better, when 
they were given a chance to 
rear their own poulty and in turn 
use these to help raise a family.

I happen to be there to visit this 
farm and learn that the farmer 
used money earned from his 
chicken farm to send his 3 chil-
dren to university!
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PAINTING 
#5 74X56CM 
SGD$2000



A child sponsor. 

Her sponsored child.

A wondrous friendship.

Across oceans. Across lands.

Brought together by love.

Wondrous love.

I was privileged to snap this shot 
of my fellow tripper during the 
trip to Chit Kyin Nar ADP, Myan-
mar. Her loving hands carefully 
assembling the soccer kit she 
brought for her sponsored child, 
and he in turn, watched atten-
tively, enraptured by what is go-
ing to be his in a moment.

A precious moment. 
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PAINTING 
#6 74X56CM

SGD$2000 



A dance. A game.

Snakes and ladder. 

A warning. 

An encouragement.

Young people.

Being changed. 

Changing lives.

Step by step.

The youths from Chit Kyin 
Nar ADP showed us how to 
play snakes and ladder at 
the community hall. Embed-
ded in the game were mess-
ges to talk about trafficking 
and values. If they did not 
follow, then the cunning 
snake from of old will surely 
make them go back to start 
again!
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PAINTING 
#7 74X56CM

SGD$2000



In June 2014, I visited my 2 sponsored children 
from South Hebron ADP, Jerusalem West Bank 
Gaza. It was also a first for me to walk where Je-
sus walked. 

Pix of trip (2014)

 and

South Hebron ADP 
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SOUTH HEBRON 
ADP

http://israel2014.pinlay.com/Israel2014/Welcome.html
http://israel2014.pinlay.com/Israel2014/Welcome.html
http://www.worldvision.org.sg/wp-content/uploads/Media%20Library/About%20Us/Global%20Presence/Jerusalem-South-Hebron-ADP.pdf
http://www.worldvision.org.sg/wp-content/uploads/Media%20Library/About%20Us/Global%20Presence/Jerusalem-South-Hebron-ADP.pdf


A little boy.

Riding a donkey.

A bunch of street kids.

Just having fun.

This is home. 

I was fortunate to snap this photo 
when the bus was making a turn 
to go from the ADP back towards 
Bethlehem. The children were just 
having some fun and when I 
leaned towards to take the pix, I 
was taken in by their carefree na-
ture, despite being surrounded by 
conflicts daily and living in a drab 
place, these kids were like any 
kid, just having fun. 

To be able to see a real donkey, 
possibly similar to the one Jesus 
rode on Palm Sunday, it was a bonus to me. 
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PAINTING 
#8 74X56CM
SGD$2000



In the wilderness.

In the barren.

Two camels.

Plodding their way.

To work? To rest?

I don’t know.

Beautiful creatures. God’s creation. 

Such is the situation in Gaza area 
where the South Hebron ADP is situ-
ated.

Enroute to the ADP, we saw many 
stretches of desert and barren land. 
The vegetation is sparse. Yet the 
camels and their abilities to hold 
large volumes of water enable them 
to be useful carriers for the villagers 
that needed to use them as transport.

Their beauty lies beyond the exterior. They are 
beautiful creatures to me. Able to weather the 
harsh conditions. 
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PAINTING 
#9 74X56CM
SGD$2000



Stones.

More stones.

Slabs.

More slabs.

A lone girl. Sitting. Waiting.

Works in progress. 

At the South Hebron ADP.

This little girl sitting on top of so many 
slabs of concrete captures my atten-
tion. Again, I was on the bus to the 
ADP. To visit the kindergarten chil-
dren.

The patience. The unknown. The “iffy-
ness” of the situation strikes me. 

Within a short period of a month when I return to 
Singapore, the conflict broke out. 
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PAINTING 
#10 74X56CM
SGD$2000



In Jan 2012, I led a team of World Vision support-
ers to visit their sponsored children in Dhemaji 
ADP, Assam, India.

A first for me as well as I have never travelled to 
Delhi nor to Assam. 

Pix and blog at 
http://dhemaji.pinlay.com/Dhemaji/Welcome.html

4

DHEMAJI ADP, 
INDIA

http://www.worldvision.org.sg/about-us/our-global-presence/india-dhemaji/
http://www.worldvision.org.sg/about-us/our-global-presence/india-dhemaji/
http://www.worldvision.org.sg/about-us/our-global-presence/india-dhemaji/
http://www.worldvision.org.sg/about-us/our-global-presence/india-dhemaji/
http://dhemaji.pinlay.com/Dhemaji/Welcome.html
http://dhemaji.pinlay.com/Dhemaji/Welcome.html


PAINTING 
#11 74X56CM
SGD$2000

Left. right. left. right.

Gently does it.

Firewood on our heads.

Walking down the slope.

Graceful. Poised. Barefooted.

On the slopes of Dhemaji ADP, 

Assam. India.

This scene of a group of villagers 
carrying the firewood on their 
heads were such a beautiful 
sight. While the load is heavy, 
their gracefulness in balancing 
these loads, walking barefooted 
on the slopes is an obvious indica-
tion that this a well trodden path. I 

am not sure where they are headed to, but 
surely, their poise and confidence in walking, are 
a beautiful sight as we made our way, clumsily, 
into the mustard fields next to the path. 

(the painting is also one of those that appeared 
on Lian He Zao Bao, Singapore Chinese Daily in 
2014)
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Water! Water! Water!

Just a simple plastic jug.

So much happiness. 

Some hold with one hand. 

Others with 2 hands.

Gratitude.

Joy. 

Hand raised in victory.

We had just bought some jugs for the 
villagers from the town shop before we 
reached the ADP. When presented with 
the jugs, yes, they were made of plas-
tic, the women were seen holding them right up, 
as in a victory sign. 

Today when I looked at the photo again, one 
women was holding with both hands.

Surely this is a prized trophy. A simple gift. 

But look what gratitude. I am humbled. 
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PAINTING #12    
74X56CM SGD$2000



A stick.

Two sticks.

Many sticks.

Neatly in a pile.

Are they for bbq?

I heard they are made of cow-
dung.

What?!

Yes, cowdung. Made into diesel 
sticks. 

For burning. For warmth.

For winter.

On the way to accompany my friend to see his 
sponsored boy at his home, we saw these diesel 
sticks made from cowdung. There was no smell.

In fact, the sticks seemed almost like satay 
sticks.

Nicely and neatly woven into sticks. To burn as 
fuel for winter. Clever and ingenious. 
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PAINTING #13    
74X56CM SGD$2000



I visited Musosolokwe ADP, Kabwe, Zambia in Jul 
2013. It was the toughest of all my trips as the 
roads were not even built.

On the first day, the bumpy rides were so bad that 
I had to take a panadol to cure my headache and 
soon the gungho team of 10 were opting for sim-
ple lunch to prevent us throwing up during the trip!

5

ZAMBIA

http://www.worldvision.org.sg/about-us/our-global-presence/zambia-musosolokwe/
http://www.worldvision.org.sg/about-us/our-global-presence/zambia-musosolokwe/


http://zambia2013.pinlay.com/Zambia_2013/Wel
come.html

Three little pigs 

Standing in their sty

What are they thinking?

What do they worry about?

Three little pigs

The first of its kind

Musosolokwe ADP, Kabwe

Zambia

My first trip to Zambia

My first trip where I have to take $300 worth 
of vaccinations

Polio. Thyphoid. Yellow Fever. 

Memorable. And these 3 little pigs

Were the first farm that was in the ADP

The transfer of know-how 

To help a people become sustainable.

My friends told me some of my pix look like

National Geographic photos

A truly remarkable country. 

Happy to witness some of the finest moments of 
love in action. 
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PAINTING 
#14 74X56CM
SGD$2000 

http://zambia2013.pinlay.com/Zambia_2013/Welcome.html
http://zambia2013.pinlay.com/Zambia_2013/Welcome.html
http://zambia2013.pinlay.com/Zambia_2013/Welcome.html
http://zambia2013.pinlay.com/Zambia_2013/Welcome.html


Walking

Balancing

Waving

3 villagers on their way

It is common

To walk 

With things on their head

Tirelessly

Effortlessly 

From village to village

Amidst tall elephant grass

That towers over them

Such is life

Such is home.

In this painting, I wanted to show-
case the lives of these villagers. I have only seen 
1 bicycle ridden by a guy and he seems the only 
one with a bike.

Most of the time, the children just ran and 
walked.

To go to fetch water, the villagers had to walk, 
miles. 
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PAINTING 
#15 74X56CM
SGD$2000



Having travelled to these different communities, I 
am grateful to be born in multi-racial Singapore 
and given opportunities to be educated.

In many of these communities, women and girls 
have very little or low status. 

It is my prayer that I can use whatever gifts and tal-
ents God has given me to bless these children 
and women and help make their dreams come 
true!

6

SINGAPORE
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PAINTING #16
SGD2000

50X67CM
BLACK FRAME AND BLACK BORDER 
WITH GOLD LINING

和 OR HARMONY IS A WORD 
USED IN THE CHINESE, 
KOREAN, VIETNAMESE AND 
JAPANESE DICTIONARY.

HARMONY. WITH NATURE.
WITH ONE ANOTHER.
WITH THE ENVIRONMENT.

家和万事兴
HARMONY BEGINS WITH THE 
FAMILY
THE LONG STROKES SIGNIFY 
THE SLEEVES IN THE OLDEN 
DAYS AND ALSO REPRESENTS 
THREADS THAT BIND THE 
INDIVIDUAL TO HIS FAMILY, HIS 
NATION AND HIS 
ENVIRONMENT. 



PAINTING 
#17
SGD2000

喜⽓气⽺羊⽺羊
50X84CM
BLACK FRAME AND 
BLACK BORDER WITH 
GOLD LINING

A SPECIAL YEAR OF JOY AND 
HAPPINESS AS WE 
CELEBRATE SG50, THE YEAR 
OF THE GOAT AND ALSO 
THE YEAR OF JUBILEE. 
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A play using Ink for various compositions.

All of these were drawn on location. This year, I 
got a chance to visit the beautiful Yongsheng ADP 
in Lijiang China and though we were not able to  
visit the children, I was moved by the beauty of the 
⽟玉⻰龙雪⼭山 and the old town and did a couple of 
compositions on site! The wonders of nature and 
God’s creation never fail to inspire me!

7

INK



  

PAINTING #19 
38X38CM
SGD $600

BLACK FRAME AND BLACK 
BORDER WITH GOLD LINING

望
HOPE

“For I know the plans I have for you,” declares 
the Lord, “plans to prosper you and not to 
harm you, plans to give you hope and a fu-
ture.” Jeremiah 29:11

Painting done outside Bt Timah NUSS Guid 
House, Singapore
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PAINTING #18
36.5X36.5CM
SGD$600

SILVER FRAME ON SILVER 
WITH BLUE LINING

THE JOY OF DRINKING TEA
WITH LOVED ONES

茶具

GALLERY@OURF



PAINTING #20
38X38CM
SGD$600

BLACK FRAME ON BLACK WITH 
GOLDEN LINING

IMPRESSIONS OF LIJIANG
WONDROUS MUSICAL AND DANCE 
AGAINST THE BACKDROP OF 
JADE DRAGON SNOW MOUNTAIN, 
LIJIANG, YUNNAN, CHINA
雲南麗江⽟玉⻯⿓龍雪⼭山

Painted while the musical was still on:)

PAINTING #21
38X38CM
SGD$600

BLACK FRAME ON BLACK WITH 
GOLDEN LINING

JADE DRAGON SNOW MOUNTAIN, 
LIJIANG, YUNNAN, CHINA
雲南麗江⽟玉⻯⿓龍雪⼭山

⼩小亭⼦子 A Little Pavilion selling 
some snacks 
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PAINTING #22
38X38CM
SGD$600

BLACK FRAME ON BLACK WITH 
GOLDEN LINING

PAINTING #23
38X38CM
SGD$600

BLACK FRAME ON BLACK WITH 
GOLDEN LINING

BLESSINGS 祝福

IT IS THE CONVENTION OF TOURISTS 
AND VISITORS TO THE OLD TOWN OF 
LIJIANG TO PEN DOWN GOOD WISHES 
FOR FRIENDS AND FAMILY:)

等 WAITING

A HORSE WAITING FOR CUSTOMERS IN 
OLD TOWN OF LIJIANG, CHINA

束河丽江古城
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BON VOYAGE ⼀一路顺⻛风

TWO PINE TREES DANCING IN THE 
WIND, OLD TOWN OF LIJIANG, CHINA

松树之舞，束河丽江古城

PAINTING #24
38X38CM
SGD$600

BLACK FRAME ON BLACK WITH 
GOLDEN LINING

PAINTING #25
38X38CM
SGD$600

BLACK FRAME ON BLACK WITH 
GOLDEN LINING

BORN FREE ⾃自由⼈人

SAW THESE FEW PLANTS WHILE SITTING 
AT A CAFE AT OLD TOWN OF LIJIANG.

WAS INSPIRED BY THEIR CAREFREE 
DANCING IN THE WIND. 
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PAINTING #26
SGD$2000

BLACK FRAME ON BLACK WITH 
GOLDEN LINING
51X93CM

FRUIT OF THE SPIRIT GAL 5:22-23
圣灵的果⼦子 加拉太 5:22-23
BUT THE FRUIT OF THE SPIRIT IS LOVE, JOY, PEACE, PATIENCE, KINDNESS, 
GOODNESS, FAITHFULNESS, GENTLENESS AND SELF-CONTROL.

聖靈所結的果⼦子，就是仁愛、喜樂、平安、忍耐、恩慈、良善、信實、 溫柔、節制


